Decorator Instruction Sheet for Grandpa’s Toy
Dollhouse Kit
To be used with Grandpa’s Toy Dollhouse Kit Ty 108

Optional hints:
 Score and release fragile pieces from frames with care, keeping
tabs intact and slots open.
 Use Tacky Glue in an applicator, not glue sticks (lacks adhesion)
 Use a color matched permanent marking pen on wall paper
edges to hide white paper edges.
 Lightly score floor planks, roof tiles, bricks, clapboard siding
after gluing onto wood pieces for dimension.


 Before detaching wood from frames and for ease of handling,
paint or stain:
the (9) interior and (9) exterior window and door frames,
 the (9) interior and exterior window mullions on the front and two
sides;
 roof underside - 2 pcs.

 For full front and back door motion, attach doors to inside of
frame using Tyvek strip for a hinge. The front door should open
inward and the two back doors outward. Hold doors into open
position with small clamps. Apply glue to both wood edges to be
hinged and lay on Tyvek strip with half of the strip on each wood
edge. Rub strip down smooth and do not close doors or attach
wall paper until glue is completely
dry.

 Cut out all decorative artwork to be used, including all of the
window openings on the wall paper panels. (9 interior + 9
exterior)
 Cut the interior wall paper on the side lines into three pieces. (1
front & 2 sides)
 With a sharp exacto blade, cut out the hole tabs from the back
side of each piece.

 Dry fit, trim, if necessary, and glue the three interior wall paper
panels separately to the front, left and right side walls. The
window and wall paper openings should be square with each
other.
 Glue window frames and curtains, if desired onto interior front
and side wall paper panels. Cut the curtains out to appear open
and the mullions show on your windows.

 Dry fit, trim and glue the flooring wall paper to the two floors and
base.
 Score and wrap the wood floor wall paper over the edges.
 Glue the white ceiling wall paper on the undersides of the middle
and top floors.
 When glue is completely dry, cut out the hole tabs from the back
side of the base.

 Glue the middle and top floors first in on floors into slots in house
front. Apply glue sparingly just to back of floor. The tabs will fit
tightly into the slots.
 Glue wood sides onto front panel and to the middle floor by
applying glue sparingly to the long edge of the side where it will
attach to the front. Insert end tabs from floors, into slots in sides.
Match tabs on front and sides.
 Glue on the base later.
 If your front door is hinged, cut out the door opening on the
exterior front wall paper.
 Glue the back frame, matching tabs and slots.
 Dry fit, wrap and glue the exterior wall paper to the exterior. The
window and wall paper openings should be square with each
other. If there is excess wallpaper, wrap it around the back frame.
 Glue the wallpaper onto the back frame. Crease, overlap and glue
down the edges.
 Glue the interior and exterior wall paper onto the two back doors
 Glue on the exterior door and window and door frames.
 Roof
 Glue the roof wall paper to cardstock.
If needed, use a sharp exacto blade to trim narrow roof edges to a 45
degree angle. There is an engraved line on one side of the two roof
pieces. Carefully trim off the edge until you touch the line.
 Optional roof steps:
 On the underside use a permanent black marker to color about ¼”
around all four sides.
 Lightly score the roof shingle lines.
 Cut 1/8” off the long side and glue onto the roof apex on both
sides of the peak.

 Center and glue the roof onto the building.

Enjoy

